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CP12 Like

I like MAP CP12
1. Good decision putting Flathead County, Glacier County & Glacier Park in the West with communities 
of like interest. 
2. Happy to see the Salish Kootenai now joined by the Blackfoot Indian Reservation giving them a much 
stronger voice.
3. Pondera, the one small County that is split, nice to know the Commissioners have said they are okay 
with it.
4. The Districts are equal in population, compact, contiguous and comply with the Voting Rights Act.
5. The Districting Commission has made their decision based on the Laws, HB506 and the MCA 5-1-115.
6. It's refreshing to see government following the Laws.
Please continue to support Map CP12.
Thank you for your hard work.

Connie Ciabatoni ConstanceDale@yahoo.com Bigfork, MT MT
CP12 Like Map 12 is the most fair districting option! It's the right thing to do! Thanks Beverly Williams williamsinteriors@comcast.net Whitefish MT

CP12 Like

As an independent voter I have followed the congressional districting closely. This map is the only one 
that offers competitive districts, aligns voter concerns and does not offer a political bias. All the other 
proposed maps are gerrymander to such a degree as to prevent actual representation. This is the only 
viable and fair districting map. Don Zimmerman kzmtfarm@gmail.com Columbia Falls Montana

CP12 Like beth riesgraf Linda Kiltz Lkiltz07@gmail.com Columbia Falls Montana

CP12 Like

I feel that CP12 is a compromise which is the best that can be hoped for. It follow the state contours and 
attempts to keep population and counties together.  Thank you Commissioners for your work. Let the 
campaigning begin! Ann Ingram anningram58@yahoo.com Kalispell, Montana MT

CP12 Like

I think CP-12 is a good compromise. Some wanted both universities in the west, all the unions together, 
Bozeman in the west, Helena in the west in a whole Lewis and Clark count while splitting the Flathead 
and isolating Kalispell, Bigfork and Columbia Falls by mountains, highways, weather and economy 
(CP11). Did I miss anything. I commend the commission for their hard work trying to find a map that 
makes no one happy but follows the statues. David L Ingram, MD dli1957@yahoo.com Kalispell, Montana MT
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